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#TheWorldisWatching to Host Panel on Youth Governance at Civil 20 Summit

GLOBAL- #TheWorldisWatching is hosting a virtual panel for the Civil 20 Summit, the civil society engagement group of the G20.

“Young People Driving Global Governance and Local Action” will focus on the progress made and challenges facing youth engagement in the government decision-making process. The panel will also discuss the impacts of COVID-19 on underrepresented communities of color, international trade, and the global health crisis.

Panelists include Chinedu Nwokeafor, M.S., #TheWorldisWatching’s international advisor for organizing and advocacy, Sharnice Rollins who serves as the partnership liaison, and Rahul Pallan. The panel will also include #TheWorldisWatching co-founders Alexandria Maloney, M.P.A., and Vannary Kong.
The panelists will discuss how to ensure diversity and inclusion are maintained within a global health summit as well as ways for the youth to connect with relevant policymakers.

The panel will be held on Oct. 8, 2020 and begin at 5:30 a.m. EST. Registered users will have access to “Young People Driving Global Governance and Local Action” as well as all other C20 Summit panels. Registration is free and can be found at c20.summit.tc/register.

###

#TheWorldisWatching is a global coalition demanding concrete actions to end police brutality and systematic racism in the U.S. We are leaders, activists and allies dedicated to creating a unified front calling for policy, system and environmental change.
Distribution List:

1. Alliance for Youth Action -scheduled send
2. World Youth Alliance -scheduled send
3. Institute for Policy Studies -scheduled send
4. The Root -scheduled send
5. WJZ-TV (Nicole Baker) (Baltimore) -scheduled send
6. WJLA-TV (Washington D.C.)-scheduled send
7. WSB-TV (Atlanta) -scheduled send
8. CIVICUS